This paper presents a control flow enforcement technique based on an Instruction Based Memory Access Control (IB-MAC) implemented in hardware. It is specifically designed to protect low-cost embedded systems against malicious manipulation of their control flow as well as preventing accidental stack overflows. This is achieved by using a simple hardware modification to divide the stack in a data and a control flow stack (or return stack). Moreover access to the control flow stack is restricted only to return and call instructions, which prevents control flow manipulation. Previous solutions tackled the problem of control flow injection on general purpose computing devices and are rarely applicable to the simpler low-cost embedded devices, that lack for example of a Memory Management Unit (MMU) or execution rings. Our approach is binary compatible with legacy applications and only requires minimal changes to the tool-chain. Additionally, it does not increase memory usage, allows an optimal usage of stack memory and prevents accidental stack corruption at run-time. We have implemented and tested IBMAC on the AVR micro-controller using both a simulator and an implementation of the modified core on a FPGA. The implementation on reconfigurable hardware showed a small resulting overhead in terms of number of gates, and therefore a low overhead of expected production costs.
INTRODUCTION
Embedded systems are commonly used for safety critical applications and can be deployed in hostile environments. In applications like industrial control systems, automotive systems, both civil and military applications a correct operation of the embedded devices might be indispensable. However, as the connectivity of these devices with the outside world increases, the risk of being be remotely subverted increases as well.
Computer systems are subject to remote attacks that aim at controlling their software behavior, which often require control flow manipulation. Such attacks, that we refer to as Control Flow Attacks, have been one of the main attack vectors to computer systems in recent years. Embedded systems are not an exception to this and, despite their limited computation capabilities, several attacks have been recently shown to be practical and feasible on them [11, 12] .
Given the high impact that control flow attacks had on commodity systems, many countermeasure techniques have been proposed to defend against such attacks, such as: binary randomisation [14] , memory layout randomisation [20, 21] , stack canaries [9] , tainting of suspect data [19] enforcing pages to be writable or executable [3, 21] , Control Flow Integrity enforcement [1] . However, most of those countermeasures are demanding in terms of computation capabilities, memory usage and often rely on hardware that is unavailable to simple micro-controllers such as a Memory Management Unit (MMU) or execution rings. Moreover, they mostly use software solutions as hardware modifications (for example on the IA-32 architecture) are difficult and likely to cause problems with legacy applications.
In this paper we introduce a simple but effective hardware protection against control flow attacks that we implemented on the AVR family of micro-controllers, a very common architecture in wireless sensor networks and in low-end embedded systems. The defense relies on using a separate stack for storing return addresses. This Return Stack is stored in data memory at a different location than the normal stack and is protected in hardware against accidental or malicious modification.
The technique has been implemented and validated on both a simulator and an AVR core on a FPGA (i.e. a soft-core). The prototype has been implemented on the AVRORA [22] software simulator and in VHDL.
This demonstrates the possibility to implement this feature with a modest overhead in terms of logical elements units, with no run-time impact, and backward compatibility on all major software functionality. In order to support Normal function frame layout after a function call.
this feature the device needs application specific configuration to be performed at boot time. This configuration is performed during the very first step of software initialization and therefore can be performed by the C library after basic initialization of memory. Apart from this change the compiler libraries and programs do not need modifications.
Besides defending against attacks this stack layout can also be very helpful for software reliability to prevent stack overflow.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Control flow attacks
During the execution of a call instruction, the processor transfers control to the code that implements that procedure. When the procedure completes, control is transferred back to the instruction following the call instruction. On most microprocessors a unique stack is used to store control flow information as well as other data. Each frame of the stack usually contains the following data:
• saved return addresses of the caller;
• function variables and parameters;
• saved registers, according to the specific Application Binary Interface (ABI).
Implementation details vary across different architectures, but in Figure 1 we depict a common layout for a portion of the stack. As it is possible to note, control flow information, like return addresses, are stored alongside other function data.
When the data stored in the function local variables comes from untrustworthy sources and sufficient checks are not in place, memory corruption of the local variables might occur. Corruption that can allow the attacker not only to taint the function data but also corrupt the control flow information stored on the stack.
Stack overflow
Stack overflow is an out of memory condition common in embedded systems with highly constrained memory availability. This is the definition we will use throughout this paper and it must not be confused with stack based buffer overflow. The latter is the consequence of a buggy program (e.g. improper boundary check) and the former is the consequence of an out-of-memory condition and can occur with a correct program or a program written in a type (or memory) safe language.
Stack overflows are common on simple micro-controllers, due to their limited memory size. This condition can occur, for example, when too much data is allocated on the stack or when the depth of the stack grows too large. In both cases, the stack exhausts its available memory and overlaps with other memory sections like the BSS section. This is both a reliability problem and a security problem. It is a reliability problem as the stack overflows in other memory regions, it can corrupt the data stored there. This usually leads to bugs that are difficult to track. Because, for example, the corrupted variable will depend on the layout of variables in the BSS section, this depends on how the compiler will order variables in memory. It can be a security problem as an attacker might take advantage of a stack overflow to overwrite a return address without any specific program vulnerability. When this function will return the control flow will be directed to the address chosen by the attacker.
Stack overflow conditions are easily detected in general purpose operating systems where a page fault occurs when memory is accessed beyond the currently allocated stack space. When this page fault occurs the operating system can take appropriate actions. However, this solution is not feasible when an MMU is not available.
For embedded systems the stack consumption can be analyzed before execution performing static analysis on the program [16] . Static analysis will reveal whether the device will have enough memory to execute the application. However in some cases it can be difficult to know exactly the maximum stack consumption, for example:
• when indirect calls are present the tool has to perform data flow analysis, which is not always feasible,
• when re-entrant interrupts are used the call depth could be unbounded,
• if recursive function calls are performed, data flow analysis would have to be performed, if possible.
• some compilers implement a way to allocate dynamic memory on the stack as non standard extensions, for example gcc provides the alloca built-in function for this purpose. This is again a difficult case for static analysis tools.
INSTRUCTION BASED MEMORY ACCESS CONTROL FOR CONTROL FLOW INTEGRITY
Overview of our solution
The main idea behind IBMAC is to protect return addresses on the stack from being overwritten with arbitrary data. By doing so, as we will show later, IBMAC also protects embedded systems from memory corruption caused by stack overflows.
The intuition is that control flow data should be only read and written by the call and ret family of instructions and modifications by other instructions should be prevented. Hence, restricting access to return addresses to call and ret instructions in hardware seems only logical. However in a normal stack layout, return addresses are interleaved to other types of data, making access controls difficult. In fact, such a fine grained access control would be slow and would lead to a considerable memory overhead, since all the words in memory that have to be protected would need to have an additional flag bit. This is the main reason why we decided to modify the stack layout adding an additional Return Stack, specifically designed to store only return addresses. However, changing the memory layout could have lead to major compatibility issues. The principal design goal was to have a very simple hardware implementation, without extra memory requirement and focused on compatibility. The result is that IB-MAC does not require modifications to the tool-chain and most binary libraries could be used without being rebuilt. IBMAC also improves software reliability as stack memory over consumption [16] can be detected at run-time so that a reboot or other actions can be performed (e.g. dedicated interrupt).
Finally we implemented IBMAC as an optional feature that can be activated for example with a write-once configuration register at boot 1 . With those constraints fulfilled and a proven implementation, we believe that this is a very realistic scheme with limited production costs and significantly increased security.
A separate return stack
In Figure 2 an architecture with a single stack is shown. While it is convenient to have a single stack, it makes it very difficult to protect the stored return addresses. We therefore implemented a modification to the instruction set architecture in order to support the use of two separate stacks: a Return Stack and a Data Stack. The return stack is used to store control flow information (return addresses) and the data stack is used to store regular data.
There are several different possible layouts in which those two stacks could be arranged in memory. The arrangement chosen in our implementation is depicted in figure 3 . The first thing to note comparing figure 2 and 3 is that the data stack lies where the original single stack was. This is the best solution to maximize backward compatibility, as with this layout the data allocation on stack works in exactly the same way as before and no modifications to the compiler are necessary (e.g. to access local variables). The second thing to note is that the return stack and the data stack grow in opposite directions. This was done in order to optimize memory consumption, as with this layout no memory is wasted in comparison with the original stack layout. The fact that the return stack grows in the opposite direction does not hinder backward compatibility, as this stack is exclusively accessed in hardware by the modified call and ret instructions.
The third thing to note is that the return stack does not have any static limitation, but instead is only limited by the data stack. However this can also be a drawback as it those not leave room for an unbounded heap. In section 3.4 we discuss this problem in more detail.
Instruction Based Memory Access Control
The separate return stack layout presented in the previous section provides an easy way to separate control flow information from regular data allocated on the stack. However, it does not prevent modification and corruption of control flow information, but only makes it a bit more difficult as control flow data is not close to stack allocated buffers. Complex attacks could still be able to maliciously modify the return stack if an attacker is able to write data to an arbitrary memory location. This is possible for example with a double memory corruption (e.g.corrupt the pointer to an array and to further write data to this array), exploiting some format string vulnerabilities or is able to manipulate the stack pointer [10] to point to those memory regions. This is the reason why an extra protection layer for the return stack is required. On a general purpose operating system this could be provided by a MMU. However, those are not available on such low end MCU. The reasons for that are multiple: first, those MCU are designed to be at a very low price range, each additional feature come at an increase of the silicon size and consequently increase the final manufacture price. Second, they are usually designed to execute monolithic application (often refereed to as firmware), therefore they do not require memory protection between different applications or the application and a kernel. The challenge is therefore to protect only the return stack at a very small cost, which is not the case with a complete Memory Management Unit.
Our hardware modification has been designed around the following considerations:
• only control flow related instructions will modify the control flow stack,
• the data manipulation instructions do not need to access control flow information. Given this observations it is possible to control memory accesses and decide whether to grant or refuse access to the return stack based on which instruction is performing the memory access. On the AVR we used, we identified only two instructions that needed to be able to access the return stack, namely the call and the ret instructions and their derivatives. The hardware implementation of these two instructions has been modified in such a way to set an internal flag to 1 whenever they are executed. When this signal is high memory access is granted to the control flow stack. If not, the system is rebooted (or could alternatively trow a dedicated interrupt).
Other design considerations
Dynamic memory allocation is one of the basic building blocks of modern operating systems and programing languages. However, it is often avoided on low cost embedded systems for the following reasons: first it is usually difficult to predict the worst case memory usage, which can quickly lead to memory exhaustion on these systems; second, memory fragmentation is a serious problem for architectures without Memory Management Unit. In fact, on architectures with a Memory Management Unit even if memory fragmentation happens in the virtual address space, it is always possible to defragment the physical memory, freeing large blocks of contiguous memory, in a transparent way for the application. This is not possible in the case of processors lacking a MMU because it would be necessary to keep track of all pointers and update them when the defragmentation process moves a contiguous memory block 2 . Usually on the AVR family of processors memory allocation is either performed statically i.e. global variables or when with dynamic allocation on the stack 3 . Nevertheless, if a heap is needed it is usually allocated within a fixed range of memory addresses for allocation. In such a case, the return stack can be made to start after the end of the heap, with risking overflows or memory waste.
IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION
Implementation
In order to validate our approach we implemented the changes to both a simulator and a soft core in a FPGA.
Implementation on simulator.
We modified the AVRORA [22] simulator in order to simulate the modified core, this made possible to run, by simulation, a complete platform with an Atmega128 [5] and a IEEE 802.15.4 [18] radio. We have been able to run unmodified TinyOS applications, for wireless sensor networks. The changes to AVRORA required modifications to only 0, 4% of the code (only 200 lines of code were changed while AVRORA simulator contains about 50,000 lines of code).
2 It is possible to use double pointers, as done in the Contiki operating system. However, all access must be preformed with double de-reference, if an intermediate pointer is kept by the application and defragmentation occurs the memory might be corrupted by accessing an invalid address 3 Variable memory allocation on the stack is possible using as GNU gcc's non standard alloca function Implementation on a FPGA.
We implemented the modifications in a VHDL implementation of the Atmega103 core available at opencores.org. Although this micro-controller (MCU) version is discontinued, it is very similar to the Atmega128 and the modifications implemented are probably very similar to those required for an Atmega128. The modifications were made with changes of 8% of the VHDL source code ( 500 lines out of 6000). The resulting core was implemented on an Altera Cyclone II FPGA. The overhead in number of logical elements used (LUT) is of 9% (2323 LUT for the original MCU and 2538 LUT for the modified MCU). Although, this overhead might appear significant it is a non optimized implementation and as there is no extra memory requirements for its implementation, the overhead when implemented in an ASIC would probably be much lower.
Control flow modification operations
In the Atmel AVR core the program counter (PC) is not accessible as a general purpose register, instructions such as load and store cannot modify it. Therefore, there are only few instructions that can change the control flow, i.e. modifying the program counter or its saved value 4 . On the AVR the following instructions can modify the control flow:
• Branch and Jump (JMP) instructions update the control flow. However, as the destination address is provided as an immediate constant value, they are not vulnerable to manipulation and no return address is stored on the stack.
• Call and Return instructions use the control flow stack pointer to access the control flow stack. Those instructions will store or fetch the control flow instructions on the control flow stack.
• Load and Store instructions are prevented to alter the return stack, only access to data stack or other regions is allowed. The control flow stack and the data stack are checked to be non overlapping when a store is performed.
• Calli instruction takes a function pointer as parameter (from a register). This instruction is used for example in schedulers or object oriented code, in such a case an indirect call instruction is performed. If the attacker is able to modify the pointer (or register) before it is used by an indirect call instruction, he would be able to control one control flow change but not the following ones. However, solving this problem is out of the scope of this paper as it relates to protection of function pointers which can't be performed with this approach.
• Interrupts transfer the control flow to a fixed interrupt handler and the address of the instruction that was executed while the interruption occurred is saved on the control flow stack, in our modified architecture the return address is therefore protected as well.
One difficulty with the implementation of IBMAC is that the stack pointer as well as the control flow stack pointer $00 ($20) $ Therefore, the update of the stack pointer is non atomic and its value can be temporally invalid. As a consequence it is not possible to enforce the constraints on stack pointers constantly. The solution we used is to enforce this constraint only when memory writes or reads are performed, with this approach the stack pointer can have a temporary invalid value when it is updated, without triggering an error.
Control flow stack configuration
The control flow stack needs to be configured before any control flow operation is used. It is activated from the "Split Stack Configuration Register" (SSCR). In order to prevent the attacker from maliciously change this register configuration, it is made "writable once per boot": this configuration register is locked in hardware after the first write. The software (e.g. libc) is therefore responsible for setting this register during boot process. We use for this purpose the init sections provided in default linker scripts, so that the configuration is made as early as possible.
Memory layout stack memory areas configuration.
Compared to a traditional memory layout some configuration must be performed in order to enable the control flow stack and the memory access enforcement. For this purpose we implemented new configuration registers:
• SSTACKEN (Split STACK ENable) is a configuration bit which, when set, enables the split stack feature. It is part of the SSCR register.
• CF START (Control Flow stack Start) is a configuration register used to fix the start of the control flow stack. It is automatically initialized from the libc to the end of the statically allocated memory (data/bss) therefore requires no user configuration.
• CF SP (Control Flow Stack Pointer) is the control flow stack pointer. It is initialized with the same value than CF START at boot and cannot be directly modified after initialization.
• CF STACK configured is an internal signal in our modified core. It is automatically set after control flow registers have been set up. Figure 5 : Example of a program that cause the stack to overflow software and is reset when a reboot occurs. When this value is set any direct update of the CF START and CF SP registers are detected as possibly malicious modifications and therefore triggers a reboot. Without this an attacker could craft a fake stack and if he is able to modify the stack pointer (e.g. with an arbitrary memory write of two bytes) he could make it point to this fake stack. This fake stack would then be used as the legitimate stack.
These additional registers are described in Figure 4 . In order to avoid conflict with existing peripherals devices or internal logic of the AVR cores the addresses of those configuration registers where chosen in the unused I/O registers addresses. The locking mechanisms that we implemented to prevent malicious manipulation of those registers are presented in Figure 4 (b).
Evaluation
We evaluated the approach with different programs. Figure 5 shows an example program that has large stack memory usage. Two functions are present and are computing the factorial of a number with recursive calls. When the function with a larger array allocated on stack (factorial with bigalloc) is called a stack overflow occurs. Figure 6(a) shows the memory usage on an unmodified core, when the stack memory usage is too high the memory is corrupted and eventually unexpected behavior occurs. In this example program the stack pointer points to data and bss sections and later to IO Registers space, this results in erratic behaviours. On the other hand Figure 6(b) shows the resulting memory usage on an AVR core with split stacks and IBMAC. When the memory usage becomes too high the two stacks collide and the processor is rebooted by IBMAC. Similar results would be achieved if a malicious attempt to modify the control flow stack occurred.
Discussion
In addition to prevent control flow manipulation by abusing stack based buffer overflows and stack overflows, IBMAC also prevents malicious software present in the MCU to use return-oriented programming. In a MCU without IBMAC an attacker can use return-oriented programming for malicious purposes, such as maliciously hiding code memory [15, 23] . In order to use return-oriented programming a malicious program needs to write a stack containing both data and return addresses. While an attacker can craft such a stack on normal MCU, IBMAC prevents this as the malicious code isn't able to freely modify the return stack. Therefore, it is not possible to maliciously manipulate the control flow with return-oriented programming, even tough arbitrary code can be run on the device. In order to prevent this behavior, on a MCU where the attacker has full control, IBMAC needs to be permanently enabled. This can be performed using an irreversible configuration fuse. Without this the attacker would be able to restart the MCU on a modified program and deactivate the SSTACKEN configuration register.
Although our stack protection technique prevents control flow attacks as we described, it does not prevent all kind of software or logical attacks. Mainly, non control attacks [8] are not addressed because they do not rely on a change of the control flow but on overwriting adjacent variables. For example, a buffer overflow could be used to change the value of a variable used as a flag in an if statement. This in turn could be used for example to bypass specific controls in the program code.
Regarding the backward compatibility, while most software can run without modifications, the split stack scheme can make the implementation of features such as tasks with context switching and longjump / setjump difficult. Those features requires the software to be able to modify the stack and its control flow. If a kernel execution mode (or execution rings) were available, those features could be implemented safely. However, they cannot be implemented without major changes to the AVR core without the presence of such a privileged mode.
RELATED WORK
There is a wealth of different proposals on how to solve control flow vulnerabilities. In Control Flow Integrity Abadi et al. [1] propose to embed additional code and labels in the code, such that at each function call or return additional instructions a program is able to check whether it is following a legitimate path in a precomputed control flow graph. If the corruption of a return address occurs, that would make the program follow a non-legitimate path, then the execution is aborted as malicious action or malfunction is probably ongoing. The main drawback of the approach is the need for instrumentation of the code, although this could be automated by the compiler tool-chain, it has both a memory and computational overhead and thus might be infeasible on resource constrained devices.
Another possible solution was proposed in [6] . The authors propose to place a canary value between the return pointer and local function variables. The value of the canary value is set in the prologue of each function and is checked for validity in the epilogue. Canaries have been shown to have a number of vulnerabilities [2] and also require additional instructions to be executed at each function calls, thus introducing overheads.
In [26] Yang et al. introduce a source to source transformation that translates traditional functions calls into a flat program. The transformation is similar to functions inlining without the usual code size overhead. The main limitation of this technique is that the transformation needs to be performed at source level and therefore requires a complete recompilation of the program. Therefore flattening cannot be applied to binary libraries or existing programs. Moreover, Interrupt handlers cannot easily be flattened as their call site and return address cannot be known in advance.
Address space layout randomization [20] can hinder control flow attacks. It is a technique where the base addresses of various sections (.text,.data,.bss, etc.) of a program memory are randomized before each program execution. Although, in [17] show that the effectiveness of address-space randomization is limited on 32-bit architectures by the number of bits available for address randomization. This problem would be even more severe on embedded systems that typically have a 8-bit or 16-bit address space.
In [13] the authors present StackShield that uses a compiler supported return stack. Where the compiler inserts a header and a trailer to each function in order to copy to/from a separate stack the return address from/to the normal stack. As this is implemented at the compiler level there is no backward compatibility, the programs need to be re-compiled with this modified compiler. Moreover, as additional instructions are introduced there is non negligible a computation and memory overhead.
In [27] Younan et al. propose enables programs to use up to 5 different stacks and which separates them a compiler modification which that. While the approach appears similar to the one we present in this paper, the techniques used are different and they are adapted to different kind of systems. The multiple stacks technique introduced there is relying on guard pages to separate the stacks. This is possible only on hardware that has a MMU, without this it's impossible to make those guard pages and therefore provide some isolation between the stacks. Second, this approach to separate the stack in up to 5 different stacks would waste a lot of memory. On an AVR the stacks would need to be statically allocated and would therefore lead to an inefficient memory usage.
Similarly to our proposal in [25] the authors propose a return stack mechanism where dedicated call and ret instructions store and read control flow information from a dedicated stack. However the only guarantee for this return stack integrity is that is located far away the normal stack, which does not prevent modification of the return stack, it just makes it more difficult. Double corruption attacks [2] would allow an attacker to corrupt a data pointer first and then modify an arbitrary memory location on the return stack.
A number of systems already use a separate control flow stack like the PIC micro-controller (for example the pic16 [7] ) or some AVR chips (AVR AT90S1200 [4] ). However those solutions are not designed to improve security. They either allow direct modification of the hardware stack (vulnerable to double corruption) or have a limited stack stored inside the MCU (very limited call depth). For example the AVR AT90S1200 has a return stack supporting only 3 re-entrant routines, if more than 3 re-entrant interrupts or functions calls are performed the hardware return stack is corrupted.
The secure AVR [24] architecture is an evolution of the classical AVR code specifically enhanced for security. It is mainly used in smart cards and "smart" RFID chips. Unfortunately, only very few information are publicly available on those chips, as the manufacturer only provides short summary data sheets for the SecureAVR chips. We therefore cannot say whether their technique resembles the one described in this paper.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a split stack technique and an instruction based memory control that, when combined together, prevent malicious modifications of the control flow. This modified architecture was demonstrated as a modification of an AVR core. The solution presented is well suited for simple embedded systems that do not have a Memory Management Unit while introducing a very lightweight overhead in terms of a hardware implementation and, more importantly, has no extra memory usage. Therefore the presented technique could be implemented with a low extra cost. This technique completely prevents the modification of return addresses and prevent the attacker to craft a stack to in order to use techniques such as return-oriented programming. The technique was successfully implemented as a modification of an existing simulator as well as a soft core on a FPGA.
